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ABSTRACT
Along with H2, HD has been found to play an important role in the cooling of the primordial gas for the formation of
the first stars and galaxies. It has also been observed in a variety of cool molecular astrophysical environments. The
rate of cooling by HD molecules requires knowledge of collisional rate coefficients with the primary impactors,
H, He, and H2. To improve knowledge of the collisional properties of HD, we present rate coefficients for the
He–HD collision system over a range of collision energies from 10−5 to 5 × 103 cm−1. Fully quantum mechanical
scattering calculations were performed for initial HD rovibrational states of j = 0 and 1 for v = 0–17 which
utilized accurate diatom rovibrational wave functions. Rate coefficients of all Δv = 0, −1, and −2 transitions are
reported. Significant discrepancies with previous calculations, which adopted a small basis and harmonic HD wave
functions for excited vibrational levels, were found for the highest previously considered vibrational state of v = 3.
Applications of the He–HD rate coefficients in various astrophysical environments are briefly discussed.
Key words: early universe – ISM: molecules – molecular data – molecular processes – photon-dominated region
(PDR)
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1. INTRODUCTION
While H2 has long been acknowledged as the main coolant
in the primordial gas during the formation of the first baryonic
objects, nevertheless the other primary coolant, HD, while less
plentiful, may in certain circumstances play a comparable or
even greater role in the cooling of molecular clouds to form the
first stars. Although the HD/H2 abundance ratio after freezeout
is about 10−3 (Puy et al. 1993; Galli & Palla 1998; Stancil et al.
1998; Flower 2000), HD may contribute significantly relative
to H2 in cooling astrophysical media due to its permanent
dipole moment—which allows transitions of Δj = ±1—and
smaller rotational constant. The smaller spacing between energy
levels and larger collisional rate coefficients allow for enhanced
excited state populations and greater rates of energy transfer
between the radiation field and matter (Flower 2000).
The relative importance of H2 and HD in determining
the thermal balance has been the subject of many studies.
The question is important as stellar masses ultimately depend
on the cooling properties of the dominant coolant in cloud
collapse. Puy & Signore (1997) found that, for a 109 M
protocloud, HD cooling would dominate at a matter temperature
T ∼ 200 K (close to the HD j = 1 → 0 transition energy
of 128 K), leading to a decrease in the matter temperature and
possibly to cloud fragmentation. Similarly, Flower & Pineau des
Fôrets (2001) showed that HD would contribute as much as 20%
of the radiative cooling in post-shock gas. The contribution of
HD to the heating of the gas when the radiation temperature
exceeds the kinetic temperature was addressed by Flower
(2000), who showed that the HD contribution could become
comparable to H2 at a redshift of z ∼ 25. Likewise, Galli & Palla
(1998) showed that HD dominates the heating of primordial gas
at temperatures 150 K in the low-density limit. More recently,
Lipovka et al. (2005) used an updated HD cooling function to
show that the HD cooling efficiency was significant even at
high gas densities and temperatures, with the HD contribution
comparable to that for H2 at temperatures 3000 K.
However, there is a question of whether the primordial
gas can reach sufficiently low temperatures for HD cooling
to dominate, and many early studies indicating an enhanced
role of HD focused only on the beginning stages of cloud
collapse. Nakamura & Umemura (2002a, 2002b) examined the
conditions under which gas temperature becomes sufficiently
low (∼100–200 K) for HD to become the primary regulator of
thermal evolution. They concluded that, under the conditions
at which the first pregalactic objects are expected to collapse
(namely, at z ∼ 10–102 and masses of 105–108 M in a
cold dark matter cosmology), there will be an insufficient
amount of H2 to lower the temperature to the requisite values
(contrary to the findings of Galli & Palla 2002), although HD
cooling will sufficiently lower the gas temperature to produce
fragment masses a few times smaller than without HD cooling.
Moreover, they point out that HD may still play a dominant role
in star formation in metal-deficient early galaxies, where gas
photoionized by ultraviolet (UV) radiation favors the formation
of sufficient amounts of H2 to cool the gas below the threshold
temperature, beyond which HD cooling controls the cloud
fragmentation.
There may be other star formation scenarios in which the
gas can become sufficiently cool for HD cooling to dominate.
Uehara & Inutsuka (2000) investigated the role of HD cooling
in the evolution of post-shock fragmentation. They concluded
that HD cooling dominates for a shock velocity of 300 km s−1
and leads to the formation of low-mass stars and possibly
brown dwarfs. Fossil H ii regions have also been identified as an
environment in which HD may play a significant role. Nagakura
& Omukai (2005) found that within initially ionized massive
(106 M) halos, HD cooling could lead to the formation of
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low-mass stars. The possibility of HD-moderated formation of
low-mass stars was also investigated by Machida et al. (2005)
within the remnants of primordial supernovae. Simulations by
McGreer & Bryan (2008) cast doubt on whether HD cooling
in ionized halos would lead to formation of significantly lower
mass stars, but showed that in low-mass (∼105 M) unperturbed
halos in which HD surpassed H2 cooling, relatively low-mass
stars (∼6 times lower than without HD cooling) could form.
Of course, the accuracy of any model of protostellar collapse
depends on the chemical data employed. Collisional rate coef-
ficients are one fundamental ingredient in determining the ther-
mal balance of the molecular gas and in this work we consider
the quenching of HD excitation due to He collisions. For the
He–HD system, the most recent calculation of rate coefficients
for collisional rovibrational excitation was performed by Roueff
& Zeippen (2000) in a fully quantal close-coupling approach us-
ing the He–H2 potential surface of Muchnick & Russek (1994),
hereafter referred to as the MR potential or potential energy
surface (PES). Roueff & Zeippen reported rate coefficients for
rovibrational transitions between the first 45 rovibrational levels
of HD, with a maximum initial vibrational quantum number of
3. In this work, we extend their earlier calculations by com-
puting all Δv = 0, −1 and −2 transitions for all initial states
v = 0–17, j = 0–1, for temperatures 10−4 K  T  103 K.
Further, Roueff & Zeippen (2000) adopted the harmonic ap-
proximation for the HD vibrational wave functions, while the
current computations utilize explicit, numerical diatomic wave
functions obtained on an accurate molecular hydrogen interac-
tion potential.
2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Inelastic He–HD cross sections were obtained using the non-
reactive scattering program MOLSCAT developed by Hutson
& Green (1994). In the close-coupling method employed here,
the total wave function of the scattering system is expanded in
terms of a basis set of Hermite polynomials. The resulting set
of coupled differential equations in the expansion coefficients
may then be solved and fitted to the appropriate form in the
asymptotic region. The MR potential surface for He–H2 was
used, but with bond lengths scaled and the H–D center of mass
along r shifted to account for the change in the D mass. This
potential was the subject of a study by Lee et al. (2005), in which
calculations of total He–H2 quenching rate coefficients showed
it to give better agreement with experimental data than the more
recent potential of Boothroyd et al. (2003).
It is convenient to expand the atom–diatom interaction poten-
tial, V (r, R, θ ), in terms of Legendre polynomials:
V (r, R, θ ) =
λmax∑
λ=0
vλ(r, R)Pλ(cos θ ), (1)
where r is the internuclear distance of HD, R is the distance of
He from the diatom’s center of mass, and θ is the angle between













′l′J )yλ(vj, v′j ′|R)F (v′j ′l′pJ |R), (2)
where k2vj = 2μ(E − εvj ), E being the total energy, εvj the
energy of the rovibrational state, and v, j, l, p, and J being
the vibrational, rotational angular momentum, orbital angular
momentum, parity, and total angular momentum quantum num-
bers, respectively; fλ(j l, j ′l′J ) is a Percival–Seaton coefficient





χ∗(vj |r)vλ(r, R)χ (v′j ′|r)dr, (3)
with χ (vj |r) being the vibrational wave functions of HD. εvj and
χ (vj |r) are obtained by solving the diatom nuclear Schrödinger
equation with the H2 potential of Schwenke (1988) and a basis
of Hermite polynomials.
The cross sections are obtained from the scattering matrix SJ
via
σvj→v′j ′ = π








(2J + 1)|δvv′δjj ′δll′ − SJ (vjl, v′j ′l′)|2.
(4)
Collisional rate coefficients are obtained by averaging the cross
sections over a Boltzmann distribution of energies at a given
temperature T:









σvj→v′j ′(Evj )Evje−Evj /(kbT )dEvj , (5)
where Evj = E − εvj is the kinetic energy in the vj initial state.
The calculations employed a sizable basis set of at least 90 vj
levels for each collision energy and initial rovibrational state.
The basis states ranged over vibrational levels from at least
v − 3 to v + 1. The potential expansion in each case included
λmax  29. Convergence was tested for all parameters, including
the number of partial waves lmax, the number of integration
points, matching radius, basis set size, etc. For most calculations,
convergence with respect to all parameters was ensured to
within at least three significant figures, although in some cases,
particularly for higher collision energies and initial vibrational
numbers, a precision of only one or two significant figures was
attained. In such cases, the reduction in precision applied mainly
to cross sections for vibrationally inelastic Δj = −2 transitions
which tend to be smaller.
3. RESULTS
Figures 1–3 show cross sections and rate coefficients for
different families of Δv, Δj transitions over a large energy
and temperature range. The data include the ultracold regime
to demonstrate the effect of resonances near 0.1 cm−1 and the
threshold behavior of the cross sections and rate coefficients as
they approach the Wigner limit. The illustrated data are a small,
but representative sampling of the entire set of calculations.5
Cross sections and rate coefficients for the dominant rota-
tional quenching {v, j = 1} → {v′ = v, j ′ = 0} family of
5 All computed cross section and rate coefficient data can be obtained from
the UGA Molecular Opacity Project database Web site:
http://www.physast.uga.edu/ugamop/
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Figure 1. He–HD inelastic cross sections for {v, j = 1} → {v′ = v, j ′ = 0}.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 2. He–HD inelastic rate coefficients for {v, j = 1} → {v′ = v, j ′ = 0}.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
transitions are plotted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. An orbit-
ing resonance, which appears near 0.2 cm−1 in the cross section
for v = 0, is seen to migrate to 0.03 cm−1 by v = 13 as shown
in Figure 1. The resonance is responsible for the peak in the rate
coefficients near 0.5 K in Figure 2, but also causes the increase in
the rate coefficients for decreasing temperatures below ∼10 K.
For most energies and temperatures, we generally find an in-
crease in the cross section and rate coefficient with vibrational
state v. In the range of about 1–10 K, for instance, we observe
this trend for vibrational levels up to v = 15, with the rate coef-
ficient decreasing slightly for v = 16, while for v = 17 it drops
significantly. At lower v, this trend reflects the decreasing energy
gap between the first two rotational states of a given vibrational
level as v increases. However, at higher vibrational levels the
diatom potential becomes increasingly anharmonic at large val-
ues of r, significantly affecting the yλ term of Equation (3),
3
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. He–HD inelastic rate coefficients for (a) {v, j = 0} → {v − 1, j ′ = 8} and (b) {v, j = 0} → {v − 1, j ′ = 0}.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
accounting for the departure of v = 16 and 17 from the trend.
Further, there is some uncertainty as to whether the v = 17, j =
1 level is bound. The HD dissociation energy has been measured
by Zhang et al. (2004) to be 36405.828 ± 0.16 cm−1, while ex-
perimental excitation energies are 36401.39 cm−1 for v = 17,
j = 0 and 36406.10 cm−1 for v = 17, j = 1 (Dabrowski &
Herzberg 1976). The v = 17, j = 1 level is thus very near
dissociation which likely contributes to its marked departure
from the overall trend. In the low-temperature limit, we again
see rate coefficients increase and peak for v = 8, and then de-
crease for increasing v up to v = 16. This folding over in the
neighborhood of the zero-energy resonance appears to reflect
the changing energy of the least bound triatomic state for each
initial rovibrational level.
Figure 3 shows two families of vibrational quenching rate
coefficients, those of {v, j = 0} → {v − 1, j ′ = 8} and
{v, j = 0} → {v − 1, j ′ = 0} transitions. Here again a
general trend of increasing rate coefficients with increasing
v is evident. However, the regular ordering is modified for
higher vibrational states as the resonance near 0.5 K migrates
to lower temperatures, vanishes, and is replaced by a higher
temperature resonance. We note also that the rate coefficients
are spread over a much wider range covering several orders
of magnitude, with transitions from the higher vibrational
states becoming comparable to the pure rotational transitions of
Figure 2.
While we are unaware of any existing experimental data for
He–HD inelastic collisions, the current results can be assessed
by comparing to the previous calculations. Rotational transitions
for v = 0 have been computed by Schaefer (1990) and Roueff &
Zeippen (1999) which were found to be in good agreement. Our
rotational transitions are also found to agree with the previous
work. As mentioned above, Roueff & Zeippen (2000) extended
their earlier work to include rovibrational transitions, though
limited to v  3 and T = 300–1000 K. Therefore, focusing
on vibrational transitions, Figure 4 compares the present results
for {v = 1, j = 1} → {v′ = 0, j ′} with those of Roueff
& Zeippen (2000). The agreement is fair, with a maximum
discrepancy of about a factor of two for the case of j ′ = 8. When
we compare results for the highest common initial vibrational
level, v = 3, the agreement is less satisfactory. Comparing
the results in Figure 5 for {v = 3, j = 1} → {v′ = 2, j ′},
we find an order of magnitude difference. The main source
of this discrepancy appears to lie in the difference in the
respective basis set sizes, as our calculations utilized a basis
set of at least a factor of two larger for all energies. As Roueff
& Zeippen included no basis states with v > 3, we should
expect the accuracy of their results to diminish for higher initial
vibrational levels. Moreover, in addition to our use of at least
twice as many potential expansion terms, we suspect another
source of the discrepancy to lie in the fact that Roueff &
Zeippen used the harmonic oscillator (HO) approximation for
the HD vibrational wave functions in determining the potential
matrix element yλ(vj, v′j ′|R), whereas in the current work, as
mentioned above, numerically determined wave functions for
the actual HD interaction potential are adopted. It is expected
that agreement should deteriorate for higher v, as the harmonic
approximation becomes increasingly invalid. It has been pointed
out by Forrey et al. (1997) and Balakrishnan et al. (1999) that,
for transitions involving v  2, the two methods may yield
widely discrepant values.
To test this hypothesis and to further explore the discrepancy
with the earlier work of Roueff & Zeippen (2000), we plot
in Figure 6 a selection of yλ(vj, v′j ′|R) for a range of λ
using the MR potential and for both numerical and HO wave
functions. Figure 6(a) displays matrix elements for v = v′ = 3,
j = j ′ = 1 where it is seen that those based on HO wave
functions are shifted to smaller R compared to matrix elements
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Figure 4. Comparison of He–HD inelastic rate coefficients for {v = 1, j = 1} → {v′ = 0, j ′}: current results, solid lines with symbols; Roueff & Zeippen (2000),
dotted lines with same symbols.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 5. Comparison of He–HD inelastic rate coefficients for {v = 3, j = 1} → {v′ = 2, j ′}: current results, solid lines with symbols; Roueff & Zeippen (2000),
dotted lines with same symbols.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
utilizing wave functions obtained on an anharmonic potential.
The difference is more dramatic for v = v′ = 10, j = j ′ = 0
as displayed in Figure 6(b). Figures 6(c) and (d) display off-
diagonal matrix elements corresponding to the initial and final
states of Figure 5. Significant differences are again evident
between matrix elements obtained with HO and anharmonic
wave functions which may partially explain the discrepancies
in the rate coefficients given in Figure 5. Further, we note that
the matrix elements displayed here are similar to those given for
He–H2 in Lee et al. (2005).
Finally, the accuracy of inelastic rate coefficients is sensitive
to the details of the PES. Lee et al. (2005) found that the MR
potential gives total quenching rate coefficients for v, j = 1, 0
in excellent agreement with experiment for He–H2. However,
we are unaware of any measurements for v  2. Unfortunately,
the MR PES is only constrained by explicit ab initio energy
data for H–H stretching distances of r = 1.2–1.6 a.u. For
larger r, MR adopted a physically reasonable extrapolation
function, but which may lead to some uncertainty in resulting
collisional parameters for highly excited v or j levels. Mack
5





Figure 6. Comparison of interaction potential matrix elements yλ(vj, v′j ′|R) (10−4 a.u.) as given by Equation (3) using numerical rovibrational wave functions and
harmonic oscillator (HO) wave functions. All HO results are given by thin solid black lines. (a) Diagonal elements for v, j = 3, 1. (b) Same as (a), but for v, j = 10, 0.
(c) and (d) Off-diagonal elements for λ = 1 and λ = 5, respectively, compared to isotropic diagonal elements. All matrix elements are taken as positive values for
plotting convenience.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
et al. (2006) explored variations in the large-r extrapolation of
the MR surface for He–H2 inelastic rate coefficients for highly
excited rovibrational levels near dissociation, but found only
small differences. More recently, Paolini et al. (2011) computed
the total three-body recombination rate coefficient for H–H–He
collisions with the MR surface and found a 25% difference
with experiment below 300 K. Agreement with experiment
could be obtained with some modification to the large-r part
of the MR potential. As the three-body recombination rate is
dominated by transitions to highly excited H2 bound and quasi-
bound levels, this is a particularly sensitive, though not unique,
test of the large-r behavior. Taken together, these observations
suggest that the current inelastic rate coefficients for He–HD
are uncertain by about 25% for the dominant transitions, while
uncertainties for transitions with small rate coefficients are likely
larger.
4. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
A major motivation for this work as outlined in the Intro-
duction is the possible importance of HD as a coolant dur-
ing the formation of the first stars, so-called Population III
stars, from the primordial gas. Here, we have focused on
collisions due to He, but H and H2 are also important im-
pactors. In fact, most modeling studies of primordial gas col-
lapse have adopted the H–HD cooling function of Galli &
Palla (1998), which was actually obtained by mass-scaling the
He–HD {v = 0, j = 0} → {v′ = 0, j ′ = 1} rotational ex-
citation rate coefficients of Schaefer (1990). More elaborate
cooling functions have been constructed by Flower et al. (2000)
and Lipovka et al. (2005) with the former considering H, He,
and H2 colliders, but the latter limited to H (see the summary in
Glover & Abel 2008).
While it is beyond the scope of this work to create an HD
cooling function, the new rotational transition rate coefficients
will likely have only a minor impact if included in new cooling
function computations for T between ∼100 and ∼1000 K
(100 K being the lowest temperature considered by Roueff &
Zeippen 2000). However, for T < 100 K, Flower et al. (2000)
used an extrapolated fit which could now be replaced by our
explicit calculations which we note display an upturn in the
rate coefficients near 10–50 K. This is potentially significant
as HD is expected to be the dominant coolant below ∼150 K.
On the other hand, the higher temperature portion of the HD
cooling function will be modified and improved given our larger
range of v and our use of larger basis sets and numerical HD
rovibrational wave functions which result in a reduction in the
rate coefficient magnitudes compared to the earlier calculations
of Roueff & Zeippen (2000), as shown in Figure 5. Lipovka et al.
(2005) found that inclusion of rovibrational quenching rates for
v = 1–3 had a significant impact on the cooling function for
T > 1000 K and for all densities.
While the possible importance of HD in collapsing primordial
clouds may have been first suggested by Varshalovich &
Khersonskii (1976), its significance as a coolant is still being
debated today (see, for example, Glover & Abel 2008; Wolcott-
Green & Haiman 2011). Nevertheless, knowledge of collisional
excitation rates is vital to the interpretation of observational data
and for application to other environments. In fact, Dalgarno
& Wright (1972) proposed that the pure rotational lines of
HD and H2 could be used to infer the deuterium abundance
if the lines could be measured in nearby molecular clouds. They
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even hinted at the role of HD as a coolant in the “prestellar
era.” Subsequently, pure HD rotational transitions have been
observed with the Infrared Space Observatory by Bertoldi et al.
(1999) and Wright et al. (1999), who detected the v = 0,
j = 6 → 5 (or R(5)) line and the v = 0, j = 1 → 0 (R(0))
line, respectively, toward Orion Peak 1. Neufeld et al. (2006)
detected the pure rotational R(3) and R(4) transitions with
Spitzer toward supernova remnant IC 443. They also obtained
tentative detections toward the star-forming region GGD 37 and
Herbig–Haro objects HH 54 and HH 7 which they use to estimate
the interstellar deuterium abundance. Further, the R(0) line was
detected in absorption toward the far-IR continuum sources Sgr
B2 (Polehampton et al. 2002) and W49 (Caux et al. 2002).
With respect to rovibrational transitions, there appears to be
a single detection: the {v = 1, j = 6} → {v′ = 0, j ′ = 5}
line was observed by Ramsay Howat et al. (2002) toward
Orion Peak 1 with the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope.
However, as H2 rovibrational emission lines have been observed
from numerous photodissociation regions (PDRs), more HD
rovibrational detections are likely given improvements in IR
detector technology. In fact, HD chemistry and collisional
excitation models have been incorporated into the Meudon PDR
code, but so far limited to just rotational transitions (Le Petit
et al. 2002, 2006). The availability of a comprehensive set of
rovibrational collisional rate coefficients, such as begun here,
should motivate enhancements in such modeling capabilities.
5. SUMMARY
Collisional rate coefficients of HD are an important ingredient
in the simulations of early star formation and interpretations of
IR observational data. We have extended the calculations of
Roueff & Zeippen (2000) for the He–HD system to include
transitions with j = 0 and 1 for v = 0–17, and for which
Δv = 0, −1, and −2. The energy and temperature range of
the calculations have been expanded into the ultracold limit to
resolve resonant features near 0.5 K. While our results generally
agree with those of Roueff & Zeippen (2000) for v  2, we
find significant discrepancies for higher vibrational levels. We
believe that this is due primarily to differences in the sizes of
the basis sets, but also to our use of accurate HD numerical wave
functions, as opposed to the harmonic approximation adopted
in the previous work. The new He–HD rovibrational collisional
rate coefficients should allow for a more accurate treatment of
the thermal balance and emission spectra due to HD in a variety
of molecular environments.
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